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The role of moisture in affecting both intrinsic and extrinsic as-
pects of the fracture and fatigue-crack growth resistance of a
polycrystalline alumina (99.5% pure, 25 lm grain size) has been
examined in both moist and dry environments at ambient tem-
perature. The intrinsic (crack-tip) toughness, deduced from
measured crack-opening profiles, is found to be less than for a
single crystal and is 30% lower (B0.6 MPa .m1/2) in moist air
versus in dry N2, implying that the grain-boundary theoretical
strength is higher in a dry environment. Despite this, in dry at-
mospheres, the R-curves (which derive from crack deflection and
grain bridging) initially rose more steeply and nominal fatigue-
crack growth thresholds for short crack sizes (20–60 lm) were
more than 1.3 MPa .m

1/2
higher. Owing to this quicker crack

bridging development, strengths for natural flaws could be more
than doubled in dry atmospheres, a difference that well exceeds the
effect solely due to the intrinsic toughness change. AfterB2 mm
of crack growth, however, the R-curve and steady-state fa-
tigue behavior appeared similar in both environments, although
altering the atmosphere for such fatigue cracks in situ induced
large, abrupt changes in transient growth rates. The environ-
ment influences the nature of the bridging zones, with uncracked-
ligament bridges playing a larger role in dry atmospheres, while
frictional bridges are predominant in moist air. Evidently, to
achieve optimal toughness in bridging ceramics, the window for
the requisite grain-boundary strength may be small; whereas
weak boundaries are required to induce the necessary intergran-
ular fracture, if too weak, shallower R-curves, less strengthen-
ing, and poorer fatigue resistance all follow.

I. Introduction

WHILE it has been known for more than 40 years that mois-
ture affects the fracture behavior of alumina,1–6 there

have been few studies seeking to gain a micromechansitic un-
derstanding of how moisture separately affects the intrinsic and
extrinsic toughening contributions to polycrystalline Al2O3.

7

The intrinsic toughness of a material, K0, refers to the inherent
resistance to fracture, while extrinsic toughening refers to mech-
anisms that act in the crack wake to lower the local driving force
experienced at the crack tip, e.g., via grain bridging or phase
transformations.8–12 Based on results in sapphire and silicate
glasses, where extrinsic toughening is absent, it is well known
that the presence of moisture serves to lower the intrinsic resist-
ance to crack advance at sub-critical velocities.1,13,14 Specifically,
dissociative adsorption of water molecules at stressed M–O

bond sites at the crack tip is thought to assist bond rupture
while forming surface hydroxyl groups.14

For polycrystalline Al2O3, which experiences grain bridging,
the effect of moisture on the magnitude of extrinsic toughening
has not been widely considered. In a fracture mechanics sense,
grains that bridge the crack flanks sustain some of the applied
load that would otherwise be experienced at the crack tip, there-
by effectively toughening the material by lowering the near-tip
stress intensity, Ktip, relative to the applied stress intensity, Kapp,
giving the relation:

Ktip ¼ Kapp � Kbr (1)

where Kbr is the bridging stress intensity. Grain bridging occurs
as a result of intergranular fracture, and accordingly, the bound-
aries must be sufficiently weak to provide a preferential crack
path. It is expected that in the presence of moisture, the intrinsic
boundary toughness is lower at low crack velocity. Assuming a
pull-out-based model in which the maximum pull-out distance
of the grain-bridging zone is invariant, such a moisture-induced
reduction in crack-tip toughness would increase the steady-
state bridging, as Kbrp1/Ktip,

7,15,16 but may flatten the early
R-curve. However, it is conceivable that the intrinsic boundary
toughness, Kgb, is reduced more than is the grain toughness, Ksx,
by the presence of moisture, allowing for more high-angle de-
viations from the mode I crack path, possibly giving a more
tortuous path, more bridging, and less transgranular fracture.
Indeed, for some alumina-based materials, the fracture surfaces
reportedly appear more intergranular and rougher after subcrit-
ical extension than for near-critical crack growth, consistent
withmoisture reducing the relative toughness of the boundaries for
slower cracking.17,18 As a consequence, added toughening ef-
fects from more tortuous fracture and more extensive bridging
could be anticipated to ensue by lowering the boundary tough-
ness in polycrystals. This would agree with behavior in com-
posites, in which it is established that lowering the fiber–matrix
toughness or sliding resistance yields more pull-out and greater
net toughening.19–21

For the case of cyclic fatigue, while moisture effects have
never been formally addressed, a similar situation may be ex-
pected as both intrinsic and extrinsic toughening mechanisms
play pivotal roles in the fatigue of most engineering materi-
als.12,22 Cyclic fatigue in Al2O3 occurs by degradation of grain
bridging in the crack wake.23,24 Specifically, the bridges tend to
wear, chip, and fracture, which raises the local stress intensity at
the crack tip (by lowering Kbr) enough to cause crack advance.
In alumina, the local mechanism for cracking at the tip is
thought to be identical to that for monotonic loading at the ap-
propriate crack velocity, v, with crack advance occurring when-
ever the intrinsic toughness is locally encountered at the crack
tip, i.e., where Ktip � K0(v). The most important parameter for
fatigue of ceramics typically has been thought to be the fatigue
threshold, DKTH, which represents the stress-intensity range,
DK5Kmax–Kmin, below which cracks do not propagate. Here,
Kmax and Kmin represent the maximum and minimum stress in-
tensities experienced during the loading cycle, respectively.
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However, is it now recognized that thresholds may not be
straightforward to utilize in design, being much too conserva-
tive for very short cracks, whereas long-crack thresholds are
unduly optimistic.25 Thus, moisture is expected to play a com-
plex role in fatigue, whereby its presence should act to lower the
intrinsic cracking resistance (i.e., K0(v)) while also affecting the
magnitude of bridging through effects on both bridging geome-
tries and possibly on friction and wear coefficients.

Consequently, the present goal is to investigate the roles of
moisture in affecting the fracture and cyclic fatigue properties of
polycrystalline Al2O3, with attention paid to competing or off-
setting effects on the active intrinsic and extrinsic toughening
mechanisms.

II. Experimental Procedures

(1) Materials

Experiments were conducted on a 99.5% pure alumina (AD995,
Coors Technical Ceramics Co., Oak Ridge, TN), having a wide
grain size distribution with a roughly 25 mm average.25 Com-
pact-tension C(T) specimens, with nominal width,W, and thick-
ness, B, of 17 and 3 mm, respectively, were machined from
21� 21mm square, 10 mm thick blocks and lapped to a 1 mm
finish on both sides using diamond compounds. Initial notch
lengths were typically a0 � 4.5–5 mm, while at the end of each, a
razor micronotch was emplaced by repeatedly sliding a razor-
blade over the saw cut notch in the presence of a 1 mm diamond
slurry. Such micronotches typically had root radii of rB10–15 mm
and were used to (1) initiate crack extension at the lowest
possible driving forces and (2) minimize the effects of the notch
on the stress intensity experienced by very short (o60 mm)
cracks. Further details on sample characterization and testing
procedures are given in Kruzic et al.25

(2) Testing Environment

Moist air tests were performed in room air at 251C, with relative
humidity that ranged from 20% to 50%. Conversely, to inves-
tigate the role of moisture, tests were also conducted in a flowing
dried nitrogen gas environment, also at 251C. Specifically,
99.999% pure N2 was passed through a commercial purifier
(Gatekeeper, Aeronex, San Diego, CA) rated to purify to sub
parts per billion (ppb) levels of moisture, and then through the
stainless-steel and aluminum testing chamber. To minimize
moisture being picked up from the walls of the metal tubing
and testing chamber components, baking-out procedures were
used. First the tubing and chamber were heated to B1501C,
with dried N2 flowing throughout the heating process, at which
point the chamber was evacuated to B1 Pa using a roughing
pump and backfilled with dried N2 three times. After this rinsing
process, the chamber was cooled back to room temperature and
allowed to sit overnight with dried N2 flowing through it prior to
each test. In order to estimate the flowing-gas moisture content,
an experiment was run by flowing the 99.999% pure N2 through
the purifier, then through a flexible stainless-steel tube that did
not undergo the bake-out procedure, and finally into a trace
moisture analyzer (Tracer, Meeco Inc., Warrington, PA) with 1
ppb sensitivity. This experiment indicated moisture levels below
50 ppb after flowing overnight through this ‘‘dirty’’ tube. It is
thus reasoned that the typical gas purity during the cracking
experiments was better than 50 ppb of moisture. Finally, some
additional dry environment experiments were conducted in situ
in a field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM)
under high vacuum (o5� 10�4 Pa).

(3) Fracture and Fatigue Testing

To determine the R-curve, i.e., fracture resistance, Kr, as a func-
tion of crack extension, Da, in both room air and dried N2 en-
vironments, notched samples were first pre-cracked by cycling
(as described below) while occasionally raising Kmax until the
onset of cracking, as revealed by an increase in compliance (i.e.,

slope of the back-face strain versus load curve). Fatigue pre-
cracked samples were re-loaded in displacement control using
servo-hydraulic test machines while episodically unloading by
B10–20% of the peak load to ascertain the crack lengths.26

Crack lengths were monitored during the occasional partial un-
loading based on strain gauges mounted on the back face of the
specimen along with standard C(T) compliance calibrations.27

Due to crack bridging, errors were invariably incurred in the
compliance-crack length measurements; accordingly, renormal-
ization to the actual crack length, a, was periodically achieved
using optical microscopy on unloaded samples with discrepan-
cies corrected by assuming that the error accumulated linearly
with crack extension. Fatigue pre-cracks were grown only to
Daf 5 20–200 mm prior to measuring R-curves to minimize the
initial bridging, where Daf is the length of the fatigue-crack ex-
tension from the machined notch, i.e., Daf5 a–a0. Additional R-
curve experiments were performed in displacement control in an
FESEM using a screw-driven loading stage where crack lengths
were directly measured from the SEM image of a polished side
of the sample.

Cyclic fatigue-crack growth rates were measured in room
air and dried N2 environments in general accordance with
ASTM standard E647.28 Tests were conducted at a frequency
of 25 Hz (sine wave) using computer-controlled servo-hydraulic
testing machines at a positive, constant load ratio (ratio of
minimum to maximum loads) of R5 0.1. Crack lengths were
continuously monitored by compliance methods, described
above. Fatigue-crack growth rate versus applied stress-intensi-
ty range (i.e., da/dN–DK) relations were assessed using decreas-
ing loading schemes (i.e., under decreasing DK conditions);
DKTH fatigue thresholds were operationally defined as the
applied DK corresponding to growth rates below B10�10 m/
cycle. Tests were conducted utilizing continuous automated
load shedding that limited the DK gradient ð½dDK=da�=DKÞ to
roughly �0.08 mm�1. Ideally, this rate of change in loads would
be sufficiently slow to allow the crack bridging levels to adjust to
the current level of DK, thereby yielding the steady-state growth
curve; however, due to the large, several millimeter, cyclic bridg-
ing zones formed by this Al2O3 in moist air, such steady-state
conditions were only achieved (in moist air) below growth rates
of B10�8 m/cycle.25 In dried nitrogen, where a less extensive
bridging zone may be expected, such constraints would not be as
severe; thus, fair comparisons of steady-state fatigue-crack
growth rates may be made for da/dNr10�8 m/cycle.

(4) Crack Profiles and Fractography

Qualitative observations of crack paths and fracture surfaces
were made using the FESEM. Additionally, to assess the mag-
nitude of bridging, the crack-opening displacements, u(x), were
measured quantitatively on samples loaded in situ in the FE-
SEM, where x is the position along the crack wake with origin at
the load line. Such results can be compared with the crack
opening for a bridge-free crack at the same applied driving force,
uapp, computed using:29

uappðxÞ ¼
1

E0

Z a

x

Kappða0Þhða0; xÞda0 (2)

where E 0 is the modulus (E in plane stress, E/(1�n2) in plane
strain, assumed here, and n is Poisson’s ratio), h is a geometry-
dependent weight function and Kapp(a) refers to the K-crack
length relation for that same geometry. Furthermore, the crack-
opening displacement data were used to directly deduce esti-
mates for the intrinsic toughness, K0, using two methods.30,31

Specifically, the measured displacements were first related to the
near-tip stress intensity via:30

uðxÞ ¼
�KtipðxÞ
E0

Z a

x

hðx; a0Þ da0 (3)
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This can readily be done for each u(x) value giving an associated
set of apparent values of �KtipðxÞ; these are then extrapolated to
give the pertinent value at the tip. For a crack loaded just at
criticality:

lim
x!a

�KtipðxÞ ¼ K0 (4)

Alternatively, additional data than just those giving the limit for
x-awere more rigorously considered using a two-term solution
for the shape of a bridged crack:31

uðxÞ ¼ K0

E0

Z a

x

hðx; a0Þda0 þ A1

E0

Z a

x

ða� a0Þhðx; a0Þ da0 (5)

where the unknowns K0 and A1 may be determined using a least-
squares fit to the experimental u(x) data. In both cases, h for the
C(T) specimen was used, viz:32

h ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

pa

r
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� x=a
p

� 1þ
X
ðn;mÞ

Anmða=WÞm

ð1� a=WÞ3=2
ð1� x=aÞnþ1

2
4

3
5 (6)

where the coefficients Anm are given in Fett and Munz.32

III. Results

(1) R-Curve Results

Figure 1 compares R-curve results from moist air and dry en-
vironments at ambient temperature, based on three specimens
tested in air, four in dried N2, and two in vacuum (in situ FE-
SEM). For the dry situations, only one specimen (in N2) yielded
data after the crack extended beyond Da5 1 mm due to diffi-
culties in extending cracks beyond this point without catastroph-
ic failure. The R-curve initially rises much more steeply in the
dry environments (see Fig. 1 inset). Once cracks have extended
for 2–3 mm, the R-curve behavior in air and dried N2 becomes
almost indistinguishable, although it is cautioned that the sam-
ples used were not large enough to allow accurate determination

of these R-curves for very long cracks, i.e., at steady-state levels.
However, the greater stability of samples tested in air indicates
that the R-curves do actually cross, implying that the steady-
state toughness is greater for moist conditions.

(2) Fatigue Results

Fatigue-crack growth data for long cracks (Daf42 mm), in the
form of da/dN–DK plots, are shown in Fig. 2 for samples tested
in moist air and dry N2. While there is some scatter within each
data set, which is typical for ceramics due to the stochastic na-
ture of bridging, the steady-state growth rates are similar in each
environment.

Although these experiments in a fixed environment do not
indicate any clear effect of moisture on the steady-state fatigue
behavior, the situation differs with individual specimens when
the environment is suddenly changed during crack propagation
at a constant DK. Figure 3(a) shows crack length versus cycles
data for a specimen where a long fatigue crack, initially growing
in dried N2, was suddenly exposed to moist laboratory air by
opening the testing chamber; this exposure resulted in an abrupt
three orders of magnitude increase in (transient) growth rate,
from o10�10 to 2� 10�7 m/cycle. Since at the instant of the
change, the bridging contribution in the crack wake would be
expected to remain essentially unchanged, this sudden increase
in fatigue-crack growth rate is attributed to a decrease in K0

upon exposure to moist air. The reverse experiment was also
conducted (Fig. 3(b)) whereby a crack growing in moist air was
switched into dried N2, although not instantaneously as cycling
was stopped to purge and bake out the chamber. Here, a greater
than three orders of magnitude decrease in transient crack-
growth rate ensued, from 2� 10�7 to o10�10 m/cycle, which
can be attributed to an increase in K0 in the dry environment. In
actuality, for the latter experiment, the crack essentially arrested;
however, growth at rates belowB10�11 m/cycle cannot be ruled
out due to the resolution of the crack-monitoring method.

Another alteration in the fatigue behavior with change in en-
vironment was the significant difference between the compliance
curves (Fig. 4). Compliance curves for samples tested in moist
air exhibit considerable hysteresis, typical of those for bridging
ceramics with frictional crack-face interactions,33,34 while the
curves for tests in dried N2 showed no detectable hysteresis, and
were linear except at the lowest loads, where premature crack

Fig. 1. R-curves for Al2O3 C(T) samples tested in dry N2, vacuum in an
FESEM, and moist air. Inset magnifies behavior at initial crack exten-
sions. Note the much more steeply rising R-curves in inert atmospheres.

Fig. 2. Comparison of steady-state fatigue-crack growth rates for long
cracks (42 mm) in Al2O3 tested in moist air and dry N2. Growth rates
are essentially identical in both environments.
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closure caused notable nonlinearity. Such results imply that sig-
nificant differences exist in the nature of the bridging in samples
tested in moist versus dry atmospheres.

Such differences in the bridging could not be detected by
fractography; FESEM examination revealed no obvious differ-
ences in fracture morphology from any stage in the R-curve or
from fatigue (e.g., Fig. 5). To confirm the similarity in appear-
ance of the fracture surfaces, one sample was cycled while al-
ternating the environment between moist air and dried N2 after
every few millimeters of crack growth. The purpose was to cre-
ate detectable bands on the crack surface if the morphology
changed with the environment; however, the fatigue fracture
surface appeared uniform in the FESEM at all magnifications.

In contrast to the fatigue-crack growth results in Fig. 2 for
long, steady-state cracks (Daf42 mm), the behavior of short
cracks (DafB20–60 mm) grown from razor micronotches reveals
large differences between crack growth in moist air and dried N2

environments (Fig. 6). Specifically, in each case, growth would
initiate at some DK level but rapidly arrest for short cracks; the
driving forces needed to grow similar-sized cracks in N2 were
some 60–70% higher than in moist air. As the bridging zone is
not fully developed for such short cracks, the role of the intrinsic

mechanisms is accentuated, such that a decrease in K0 in the
presence of moisture leads to accelerated growth. In addition, if
the development of the bridging zone during extension of short
cracks differs in the two environments, as is seen for the R-
curves (Fig. 1), such effects will be accentuated here as well.

(3) Crack-Opening Profile Results

Figure 7 shows crack-opening profiles (COPs) for fatigue cracks
in two samples with nominally the same geometry and crack
length, W5 17.1 mm, a5 13.8 mm, loaded in situ to K5 3.0
MPa �m1/2. During prior fatigue testing, cracks in each had been
grown near the long-crack fatigue threshold (r7� 10�10 m/
cycle) for the last 3 mm (i.e., further than the 2 mm bridging-
zone length previously seen in moist air25). This ensured that the
measured openings were for the near-threshold steady-state
case, as the nature of the bridging zone is a function of prior
loading conditions. For both samples, the crack openings are

Fig. 3. Results show more than three orders of magnitude immediate
change in fatigue-crack growth rates at a constant DK upon changing the
environment from (a) dry N2 to moist air and (b) moist air to dry N2. Fig. 4. Comparison of compliance curves for fatigue cracks grown in

moist air and dry N2 shows an absence of hysteresis for the dry case.
This implies that there is much less frictional bridging in inert atmos-
pheres. Strain units are arbitrary voltages. Crack lengths are computed
from the unloading curve in the long linear region.
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smaller than that computed using the weight-function method
for a bridge-free crack, Eq. (2), indicating that bridging is active
in each case. Also, the near-tip crack opening in dried N2 is
somewhat larger than in the moist air.

Additional crack-opening displacements were measured for
one R-curve specimen, loaded to induce extension in air using
the loading stage, before placing it into the FESEM. The sample
was loaded sufficiently to induce moisture-affected crack growth
(at Kapp � 4.0 MPa �m1/2), before some load relaxation oc-
curred owing to further subcritical growth in air while at fixed
displacement (yielding a final Kapp � 4.6 MPa �m1/2). (These
COP results are not in Fig. 7 as comparisons are meaningless
due to differences in the applied driving force and crack size.)

Based on the crack openings, estimates ofK0 were made using
the methods described above (Section II(4)). The COP was
measured for the R-curve specimen while at the load used to
produce extension, but the fatigue samples were re-loaded for
COP measurements to only 73% of the load used for crack ex-
tension, i.e., the moist and dry samples had each been previously
loaded in fatigue to Kmax 5 4.170.1 MPa �m1/2. Accordingly,
the additional 27% (1.1 MPa �m1/2) must be added back to Kapp

to get a realistic estimate of K0. This additional stress intensity
must be split between Ktip and Kbr, Eq. (1), which was alter-
nately carried out by assuming that Ktip and Kbr would rise
proportionally, or that Kbr was saturated and the remaining
loading would raise only Ktip (an upper-bound estimate to K0);
the average was taken leaving a range of uncertainty for each
estimate. Results for K0 successively based on the single-term
method, Eqs. (3)–(4), and the two-term method, Eq. (5), are
given in Table I, and both indicate that removing environmental

moisture yields an increase in the intrinsic toughness, K0. In
some cases, the single-term method gave a slightly lower (0.2
MPa �m1/2) average value than did the two-term method; the
two-term method is considered to be more accurate and those
results are used for further discussion. The two-term analysis
was based on fitting the first 1.5 mm of COP data (3/4 of the u(x)
values shown in Fig. 7); this gave values of K0 and A1 that were
relatively insensitive to the number of points used. Attempts to
fit more points gave statistically less reliable parameters, sug-
gesting that another term is then needed from the expansion32

used to account for the bridging effect on the COP. The extrap-
olations using the one-term results were derived from a similar
number of these data points, but resultant values were not so
different from the last few values from just near the tip.

Using these methods, the average K0 for samples tested in
humid air was 1.4 MPa �m1/2, while for dried N2, K0 was 2.0
MPa �m1/2, some 0.6MPa �m1/2 higher. These deduced (average)
K0 values are plotted as the initiation points on the R-curves in

Fig. 5. Scanning electron micrographs of fatigue fracture surfaces for
samples tested in (a) moist air and (b) dry N2. Arrow indicates the gen-
eral direction of crack growth.

Fig. 6. Comparison of fatigue-crack growth rates from short (20–60
mm) cracks emanating from razor micronotches in moist air and dry N2;
each symbol represents an individual specimen. Although velocities for
steady-state cracks (42 mm) exhibit no apparent environmental effect, a
significant effect exists for short cracks. Predicted worst-case fatigue
thresholds are based on deduced K0 values.

Fig. 7. Measured crack-opening profiles at Kapp5 3 MPa �m1/2 for fa-
tigue cracks grown in dry N2 and moist air are compared with the com-
puted opening for a linear-elastic traction-free crack.
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Fig. 1 and used as Kmax to plot the worst-case fatigue thresholds,
DKTH, for the absence of bridging in Fig. 6, i.e., as
DKTH 5K0(1�R) to reflect the load ratio of R5 0.1 used here.

IV. Discussion

Crack-propagation resistance derives from the sum of intrinsic
mechanisms operating at and ahead of the crack tip and extrin-
sic shielding mechanisms from the wake, although the total can
reflect a degree of mutual competition between these classes.12,22

Changing the crack size, microstructure, and environment can
markedly influence crack-growth behavior through their influ-
ence on these mechanisms, which, however, may differ on each
mechanism. A better understanding of these effects can be ob-
tained by (i) characterizing and quantifying such crack bridging,
(ii) suddenly changing the environment to immediately change
only K0, and (iii) deducing K0. Although the role of moisture in
influencing steady-state fatigue-crack growth in this Al2O3 ap-
pears to be minimal (Fig. 2), further investigation reveals that
the specific intrinsic bond-rupture mechanisms and extrinsic
(bridging) mechanisms are both affected, but in opposite ways
by the presence of moisture, with the detrimental effect on K0

being balanced by its positive effect in promoting crack bridg-
ing. However, the strong net effects of atmosphere on short
cracks are key findings with implications regarding strength and
lifetime that do not follow simply from the compensating be-
havior for steady-state cracks.

The extrinsic mechanisms and their influence on reliability
will be examined after assessing the intrinsic toughness. First, we
note that although it is not usually considered as such, the R-
curve in bridging ceramics should necessarily initiate at a level
appropriate for cracking a grain-boundary facet, Kgb, and so
below that to crack a grain (i.e., a single crystal), Ksx, and then
eventually rise as bridging develops until possibly attaining a
steady-state value. However, this situation is clouded by two
factors, namely: (i) for a very small crack having all areal di-
mensions of the order of the grain size, the effects of local re-
sidual stresses, e.g., from thermal expansion mismatch, may
influence the effective toughness, even lowering it below that for
the boundary facet for a critical flaw;7,15,16 or (ii) for a very short
crack, which, in the hypothetical limit is a ribbon of through-
thickness crack but with a being less than a grain facet long, the
residual stress effects tend to cancel, but the inevitable kinks and
twists raise the initiation toughness above the average for the
actual boundary facets.y Regardless, the early part of the R-curve
and the short-crack fatigue curves are most important for relia-
bility and strength, although they are rarely measured accurately,
if at all. Steep initial slopes are highly desirable for R-curves
because allowable flaws in ceramics are necessarily small due to
the low toughness; hence, materials that achieve their peak
toughness at small crack lengths are preferable.

(1) Intrinsic Effects: Estimation of K0

Table I gives estimates of the intrinsic toughness K0 for this
alumina tested in both moist and dry environments. The value

ofK0 may be elevated relative toKgb somewhat due to the three-
dimensional nature of the present cracks from local kinking
through the sample thickness. In this regard, an estimate of
K0 � 2.070.3 MPa �m1/2 for inert environments appears quite
reasonable, as this is lower than the critical toughness of sap-
phire (B2.2–2.6 MPa �m1/2 for all planes but those near (0001),
which do not cleave,3,35–37), and is above the toughness
measured for typical oxide glasses (i.e.,o1 MPa �m1/2).38–41

The estimate of K0 � 1.470.2 MPa �m1/2 for moist air also ap-
pears reasonable, being B0.770.2 of the inert value. This shift
to lower K0 with increasing moisture is consistent with crack-
growth behavior in sapphire1,3 and various silicate glasses,13,42,43

although apparent threshold values in moisture are typically
lower fractions of the fast fracture (or dry) levels of Kc, being
0.5,1,3 0.5–0.6,2,6 and r0.3,13,42,43 for one plane of sapphire,
polycrystalline alumina, and silicate glasses, respectively.

Assuming the deduced K0 values, being for short ribbon
cracks, somewhat exceed the actual toughness values for bound-
ary facets, then it implies that the true Kgb values are sufficiently
less than the respective values for sapphire, Ksx, for both dry and
moist conditions to allow extensive boundary fracture, in keep-
ing with the predominantly intergranular fracture path found
here in each atmosphere (Fig. 5). Based on a 2-D model,44 if the
ratio Kgb/Ksxo0.5, then kinking could occur readily to allow a
crack to deflect onto any intersected grain boundary, and so the
fracture should be entirely intergranular, which is not quite seen
here, possibly owing to the simplicity of a 2-D consideration or
to Kgb/Ksx not being quite so low.

It should be noted that the estimate ofK0 based on the fatigue
crack tested in moist air in Fig. 7 is somewhat lower than that
of a previous study on the same alumina, which gave
K0 � 1.670.15 MPa �m1/2 by first deducing a bridging stress
distribution (based on the same COP data plus measured com-
pliance changes from cutting out the crack wake), computing
Kbr from it, and then applying Eq. (1).25 Identical methods were
attempted here for a sample tested in dry N2, but it was too
fragile to withstand the multicutting procedures to progressively
machine away the crack wake. In order to use the same proce-
dures for both the present moist and dry tests, analysis methods
were chosen based on direct fits to the experimental COPs using
Eqs. (3)–(4) or (5). Another advantage of the present methods is
that any assumptions made in deducing a bridging stress distri-
bution are avoided.

It is insightful to compare these K0 values with other results.
One set of alumina samples, having a range of grain sizes and
likely being somewhat purer (i.e., sintered without additives),
was examined extensively45–47 giving K0 values spanning 1.8–2.6
and averaging 2.3 MPa �m1/2.45,47 These were obtained from
COPs resulting frommonotonic loading by fitting only the near-
tip region to the traction-free, parabolic elastic crack-opening
profile from Irwin (assuming, implausibly, the fitted region to be
ahead of all the active bridging). A re-analysis of some of these
gave K0B2.2–2.5 MPa �m1/2 by using the same one-term meth-
od as here, Eqs. (3)–(4);30 this corrects the COP in the finite
length increment that being well outside the K-field depends on
sample geometry, but does not account for any bridging effects.
Another study of an Al2O3 containing large-scale Al reinforce-
ments found K0 values of 2.4–2.5 MPa �m1/2 by fitting COPs to
the parabolic (Irwin) relation.48,49 In principle, the two-term
method from Eq. (5) should be preferable as it explicitly at-
tempts to describe the COP in finite crack regions that are
beyond the K-field and also experience bridging forces; these
adjustments are needed because significant bridging develops on
the same length scale as accurate COP measurements can be
made (compare Figs. 1 and 7). Indeed, fitting the crack profile to
a parabolic relation was unsuitable in the present study as the
initial COP data in Fig. 7 are more nearly linear.

The results of those other studies based on the COP of un-
doped samples first loaded to criticality in ambient air gave
higher values of K0 than were found herein for moist or dry
samples, even when using the same analysis method, Eqs. (3)–
(4). This is not unreasonable considering that Auger electron

Table I. Estimates of the Intrinsic Toughness, K0

Environment

One term, Eqs. (3)–(4)

(MPa �m1/2)

Two term, Eq. (5)

(MPa �m1/2)

Moist air
(R-curve)

1.4 1.4

Moist air
(fatigue)

1.270.3w 1.470.3w

Dried N2

(fatigue)
1.870.3w 2.070.3w

wRanges reflect the different methods used to add the additional stress intensity

to achieve criticality—see text for details.

yThe terminology used here is that short cracks are small only with respect to length,
whereas small cracks are small with respect to width and length.
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spectroscopy studies in a companion investigation revealed Ca
along the grain boundaries in this 99.5% Al2O3 (versus the sil-
icates being found in the glassy pockets);50 Ca may lower Kgb

and K0, which may then lead to more bridging, as was also pro-
posed by others.51 As the efficacy of these various methods to
deduce K0 is just being explored, there is yet inadequate expe-
rience to confidently assess the systematic or random errors in
K0 values deduced from a COP either directly or after com-
puting Kbr. Nonetheless, the resulting trends are reasonable
and encourage pursuing such studies. However, one may note
that the purer samples, for which K0 was found to average
2.3–2.5 MPa �m1/2, usually exhibited intergranular fracture and
bridging;45–47 this suggests that these values must somewhat ex-
ceed the averageKgb in order for it to be sufficiently less than Ksx

for such fracture, although residual stresses may also influence
the crack paths. Finally, for comparison, similar values of
Ktip5 1–2.5 MPa �m1/2, again being rKsx, were also found for
an alumina of uncertain purity sometimes containing various
SiC reinforcements by assessing the near-tip stress field using the
Raman shift measured with optical microscopy.52

(2) Extrinsic Effects: Bridging-Zone Development

The rising R-curve behavior in Fig. 1 and the crack-opening re-
sults in Fig. 7 demonstrate that active bridging ensues during
fracture and fatigue in both humid and dry environments. Un-
der both loading types, however, a useful bridging contribution
develops far more quickly in dry atmospheres. Indeed, in the dry
environments, the R-curves rise more steeply (Fig. 1) and short
fatigue cracks (20–60 mm) are more resistant to growth (Fig. 6)
by a magnitude exceeding the 0.6 MPa �m1/2 deduced difference
in K0. Similarly, in Si3N4, increases in grain-boundary strength
derived using different additives have been found to yield ini-
tially steeper R-curves.53

Since weaker boundaries should allow for more crack
deflections, and accordingly more frictional bridging develop-
ment, the differences in behavior may instead be related to some
morphological differences, perhaps in the development of
uncracked-ligament, or elastic, bridges. Both uncracked-liga-
ment and frictional bridging are readily observed in the fracture
and fatigue of polycrystalline aluminas, with the former devel-
oping and exhausting closer to the crack tip, and the latter ex-
tending further into the crack wake.24,25,54,55 Uncracked-
ligament bridges are usually seen as regions of intact material
between non-coplanar crack segments, often several grain di-
ameters in size, in the wake of a crack tip that forms as a result
of either non-uniform advance of the crack front (leading to
segments subsequently sweeping under and over one another),
or perhaps nucleation of microcracking ahead of the main crack
tip. Measurements using X-ray fluorescence and Raman spec-
troscopic techniques on an alumina and a Si3N4 have shown a
large abrupt drop in bridging stress beyond the regions contain-
ing uncracked-ligament bridges, suggesting that these bridges
sustain markedly higher stresses than do frictional bridges fur-
ther behind in the trailing crack wake.55,56 Similarly, bridging
stress distributions computed iteratively to match the COPs
measured by interferometry in a similar alumina exhibited a
very rapid drop after a small crack opening and a long persistent
tail.57

While qualitative observations in the FESEM showed that
uncracked-ligament and frictional bridges occur in these alumi-
na samples tested in both environments, such observations have
not provided the quantitative evidence needed to deduce a dif-
ference in the nature of the bridging. Pertinent evidence emerges,
however, by comparing the compliance curves for tests in each
environment (Fig. 4). Specifically, the lack of hysteresis for the
fatigue tests in dry N2 implies that active frictional bridging is
limited, although the COP (Fig. 7) shows that bridging is sig-
nificant. Since uncracked-ligament bridging should not cause as
much hysteresis in the measured compliance, one may conclude
that uncracked-ligament bridging provides a higher proportion
of the toughening in the absence of humidity. Moreover,

because fractured boundaries would be expected to exhibit high-
er frictional coefficients in the absence of moisture,58 hysteresis
in the dry environment should be more, not less, pronounced if
frictional bridges were predominant for both the humid and dry
cases.

Although uncracked-ligament bridges are known to operate
nearer to the crack tip than do frictional ones,24,25,54,55 there is
no accepted prototypical model that would rationalize that such
bridges should be so strong or cause such a rapid rise in resist-
ance to further crack extension. It is important that the steepest
rise in these R-curves occurs over a dimension of about the av-
erage grain size in dry atmospheres, as opposed to a length of
five times that in the moist situation (Fig. 1, inset). Thus, the
uncracked-ligament mechanism seems to be initially more po-
tent than might be expected from the cantilevered, uncracked
sections that are often observed in the crack wake after two
crack segments have swept past one another, as is also discussed
elsewhere.59 However, this configuration, observed on polished
sections, develops long after the rise in load-bearing capacity
found here. Hence, the key event that distinguishes the two types
of bridging must occur at an earlier stage, perhaps as a crack
front first bifurcates with separate parts kinking up and/or down
to follow local boundary paths. At that stage, an intervening
region still connects the two regions. If Kgb is low enough, this
link can tear, primarily in mode III loading; further extension
could then entail extensive cracking around single grains that
would lead directly to frictional bridging. Perhaps, instead if the
Kgb were just too high, such connecting regions would not im-
mediately crack, instead causing the two bifurcated crack seg-
ments to extend independently, becoming non-coplanar, and
later, sweeping past each other leaving the well-observed canti-
levered element. Some analyses of the toughness arising from
rough intergranular fracture or from a cleavage fracture en-
countering a grain boundary posited that the segments of mode
III extension contribute a major portion of the fracture resist-
ance.60–62 Thus, if such mode III failure cannot occur readily, it
could instead trigger a different crack extension sequence need-
ing a rapid rise in load to overcome the closure force from the
still intact, connecting link. However, once cantilevered seg-
ments begin to form and break in a steady-state process, further
load increases are unnecessary in contrast to those expected for
frictional pull-out, which develops more slowly, thereby gaining
bridging leverage far behind the crack tip.

An alternative hypothesis would be that elastic bridges
form simply by nucleation of microcrack segments ahead of
the main crack. Such new cracks would likely be off the plane of
the main crack if they form at regions of highest principal
stress;63 hence, they could, in principle, extend for some dis-
tance on different planes as is often observed for actual elastic
ligaments. Such bridges could be stiff and non-hysteretic, but
such multiple nucleation events are hard to justify in brittle ce-
ramics in the absence of a spatial distribution of many small
flaws, high internal stresses, or some other factor that would
effectively yield an exceptionally wide distribution in boundary
strengths.63

Finally, it must be acknowledged that although the present
data, e.g., on transient cracking (Fig. 3), indicate that K0 is
lower in the moist atmosphere, it is ambiguous from those data
and additional analysis (Table I) whether Kgb is reduced more
than is Ksx, as would be required to make intergranular fracture
more prevalent and alter the bridging mechanism. We conjec-
ture that this is the case, in part based on observations elsewhere
that slow crack growth, wherein moisture has the greatest in-
fluence, often leads to observably more intergranular fracture
than occurs as cracks accelerate but still remain sub-sonic (with-
out having developed the hackle typical of overdriven, rapid
fracture).17,18

(3) Crack Size Effects and Reliability

The present fracture and fatigue results imply that the relative
effects of moisture on the intrinsic and extrinsic toughening are
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not constant over all crack sizes. While K0 is expected to be in-
sensitive to crack size, the moisture effects on Kbr are not. For
cracksB2 mm long, under both steady-state fatigue (Fig. 2) and
quasi-static fracture conditions (Fig. 1), the presence of moisture
appears to lower K0 and raise Kbr by similar magnitudes leading
to small net effects. For very short crack lengths, however, tests
in moist air exhibit lower K0 and Kbr relative to the dry cases for
both fracture (Fig. 1) and fatigue (Fig 6). With the development
of a long crack wake, in contrast, the moist air samples expe-
rience more crack deflections and thus generate larger amounts
of frictional bridging, causing the values of Kbr and of total
toughness to eventually exceed those for dry environments.
Compensated behavior is not unlike what has been found for
a Si3N4 in one study,64 while another has shown a marked effect
of moisture on steady-state fatigue-crack growth behavior,65

suggesting that effects on K0 and Kbr may offset to different de-
grees depending on the exact material composition, microstruc-
ture, crack size, and environment.

By virtue of having deduced useful estimates of K0 and actu-
ally having measured the resistance after as little as B20 mm of
extension for cracks emanating from micro-notches (after which
no notch-based correction for Kapp is needed), it has been pos-
sible to construct reasonable estimates of nearly the entire R-
curve for both wet and dry atmospheres, Fig. 1. These curves,
for short (not small) cracks, both initiate at K0 values r2
MPa �m1/2. These low initiation levels, which are necessary to
account for the intergranular facture, are much less than for
most reported R-curves. In a few instances, especially with fine
grain sizes for which Kbr is small, directly measured R-curves
appear to initiate at 2.5–3 MPa �m1/2,34,66,67 but all too often,
owing to difficulties in assessing short cracks, the first data for
R-curves appear at even higher levels, which are often beyond
interest for controlling strength.

The present results illustrate two sets of behavior: one is the
same for either of two dry environments and likely approxi-
mates the inert limit, while another is for material in high, but
not saturated, humidity at low, but finite, velocities and ap-
proaches another limit.z However, complete velocity- and hu-
midity-dependent spectra of behavior must exist under transient
and steady-state conditions for monotonic, sustained static, and
cyclic loading that remain to be characterized and modeled. An
ambitious model from Lathabai and Lawn,7 Chantikul et al.15

and Bennison and Lawn16 attempts to do so for monotonic
loading, and does illustrate known trends in effects of velocity,
residual stresses, and grain size for both short and small cracks.
However, this model is too simple in that the bridging pull-out
length does not vary with K0, as it should based on models for
fiber/whisker reinforcement,19–21 and that such shear-lag models
poorly approximate pull-out behavior, as indicated from nu-
merical computations, especially for the misaligned grains that
actually provide most bridging.68,69 More critically, the present
results reveal an unanticipated complexity—the bridging mech-
anism itself changes with atmosphere.

The beneficial effects of steeper R-curves are illustrated in
Fig. 8, which depicts the predicted strength as a function of in-
itial flaw size based on the two R-curves in Fig. 1. The strength,
s, was calculated using:

s ¼ Kr=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
pa
p

(7a)

dKapp=da ¼ dKr=da (7b)

In Fig. 8, the initial flaw size, ai, refers to the full length of a
surface flaw, or half-length of a subsurface flaw; this is a con-
servative strength estimate as the initial flaw is taken to be free of
bridging, and criticality only occurs after sufficient extension to
satisfy the condition in Eq. (7b). A pronounced difference in
predicted strength occurs over the range of expected flaw sizes,
due to the greater steepness of the R-curve in dry environments,

while there is negligible difference at sizes of order 2 mm where
the benefits of bridging are experienced for both; if flaws were
smaller though, the bridging would be of no benefit and the
controlling toughness would decrease toward K0. for each at-
mosphere. Thus, it is concluded for this alumina that stronger
boundaries associated with dry environments are beneficial at
the most relevant crack sizes (Btens of micrometers); moreover,
their presence does not appear to cause any degradation in me-
chanical performance at longer, less relevant, crack sizes until
after the R-curves have clearly crossed (Da42 mm).

Such predictions nominally agree with the well-documented
effect of humidity in lowering the strength of AD995 and other
alumina ceramics.2,7,70–73 Typically, the observed, associated de-
pendencies on crack velocity and temperature have been implic-
itly attributed just to effects on K0(v).

2,71,72 Based on measured
differences in K0 (Table I) or even from v–K curves in single
crystals,1,3 direct scaling would readily account for a factor of
two or less difference in extremes of velocity-dependent strength,
which is less than derives with the associated effects of the
R-curves at some flaw sizes, Fig. 8. Unfortunately, reported
strength data do not span a sufficient range of velocity to permit
a clear distinction among causes.2,7,71,72 However, in a study
relating crack-growth kinetics and the velocity dependence of
uni- and bi-axial strengths, it was found that for a coarse-
grained glass ceramic, the differing effects of microstructure
precluded a correlation based solely on changes in K0, as does
pertain for glass.74 We also note that the strengths in Fig. 8 seem
low versus those reported in Cho et al.71,72 for similar material,
but that if penny-shaped flaws are assumed, which would shift
the curves up by 1.57 times, then the two prediction sets would
bound the actual observed results.

The effects discussed here should also contribute to the in-
fluence of temperature on strength and toughness, although this
is more complex as thermally-activated bond rupture18 and des-
orption of water both influence K0, and the shift of thermal ex-
pansion mismatch stresses may change tendencies for crack
bifurcation. A recent study has examined the effect of elevated
temperature on the detailed bridging contribution for a poly-
crystalline alumina;57 the long crack bridging and total tough-
ness both decreased with heating, but it is difficult to assess
causes or the effect on K0.

Finally, we reiterate that the short fatigue cracks virtual-
ly arrested very rapidly after growth initiated. In either

Fig. 8. Plot of predicted strength versus initial flaw size constructed
using R-curve data in Fig. 1. Note the large improvement in strength at
relevant crack sizes (tens of micrometers) expected in dry environments
where the grain-boundary strength is higher. The curve for sapphire,
being based on the critical toughness, relates better to an inert situation.

zStrictly, K0 is for a near-threshold velocity, and the moist R-curve is for a higher
velocity, but the differences are thought to be small for present purposes, as are possible
velocity effects for the inert limit.
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atmosphere, both minimum detectable crack growth and rapid
arrest occur at driving forces well above the deduced minimum
needed to cause extension of an unbridged crack, i.e., at Kmax5
K0. The arrest is attributed to the rapid development of bridging,
and, as with the strength in monotonic loading (Fig. 8), the
benefit of a dry atmosphere well exceeds that from the effect
deduced for K0. As crack arrest occurs after o60 mm of crack
extension, arrested cracks can still be small enough that a sample
with natural flaws could have significant retained strength under
monotonic loading, as can be found from Fig. 8, especially for
the inert case. Quite clearly, the use of the shortest crack growth
threshold, the minimum driving force for any crack extension,
denoted in Fig. 6, is far too conservative to serve as a useful
design criterion for bridging ceramics if the R-curve develops
quickly enough to benefit strength. However, the use of the long
crack fatigue threshold is equally too optimistic, as it requires
crack growth of nearly 2 mm, by which time the residual
strength is indeed rather poor (Fig. 8). Alternative approaches
to design based on fatigue R-curves are the subject of ongoing
work.75

The present results are in agreement with recent results on
Si3N4,

53,76 where boundary strength was adjusted via sintering
additives, and both steeper R-curves and higher sample
strengths are being associated with stronger boundaries. Work
on silicon carbide has also shown that changes in the interface
chemistry and structure can cause a noticeable shift to more
uncracked-ligament versus frictional bridging.77 In this SiC fam-
ily, both Kr, the nominal toughness, and the DKTH threshold for
long fatigue cracks, were greatest with more elastic bridging.
Uncracked ligaments were argued to better resist fatigue loading
as frictional wear is less effective for bridge degradation,77 but
concomitant microstructure changes (grain size, aspect ratio)
make isolation of the various effects of interface chemistry/
structure intractable. Although in that study the relative bound-
ary strengths for each case were unknown, the present results
indicate that such a shift to elastic bridging may reflect stronger
boundaries.

Evidently, while sufficiently weak boundaries are essential for
toughening via bridging in ceramics, it appears that the optimal
window for boundary strength may be small. Indeed, if bound-
aries are weaker than optimal, the R-curves rise less steeply and
fatigue is a larger problem due to the higher proportion of fric-
tional bridging. Of course, it is also obvious that too much
boundary strength leads to transgranular fracture and no ex-
trinsic toughening, as is well illustrated for specific SiC- or
Si3N4-based materials.78–80

V. Conclusions

Based on an experimental study on the role of moisture in af-
fecting both the intrinsic and extrinsic factors governing the
fracture and cyclic fatigue resistance of a polycrystalline alumi-
na, several conclusions are made. It is noted that by chang-
ing the atmosphere to yield changes in the crack-tip resistance
without changing the microstructure or residual stresses, new
and unexpected insights into grain-bridging mechanisms have
emerged.

1. Specifically, the presence of moisture was found defini-
tively to lower the intrinsic toughness, K0, of this alumina, as
directly reflected by changes in transient crack-growth rates. Es-
timates based on crack-opening profiles show K0 to be B30%
lower in moist relative to dry environments.

2. R-curves are initially much steeper in dry environments,
indicating that more rapid development of significant bridging
stresses ensues. This could lead to a factor of two or more larger
strength for natural flaws in a dry atmosphere, a larger amount
than would simply scale with the change in K0.

3. For fatigue cracks between 20 and 60 mm long, where the
role of crack bridging is diminished, growth rates are higher and
fatigue thresholds significantly lower in moist air. However, this
reduction in fatigue threshold with increased moisture content is
larger than could be explained solely by differences in K0. As

with the R-curves, this was attributed to a difference in initial
bridging contribution, specifically, in both cases, to a larger
proportion of uncracked-ligament, as opposed to frictional,
bridges in dry environments (consistent with the non-hysteretic
compliance in dry N2).

4. In contrast, for cracks many millimeters in length, mois-
ture enhances the overall magnitude of bridging (Kbr), appar-
ently by promoting more frictional bridging under both
monotonic fracture and fatigue conditions, resulting in similar
R-curve and steady-state fatigue data for both environments.
This is deemed to reflect competing effects, the moisture acting
to lower the intrinsic toughness at the crack tip, but also to
promote bridging in the crack wake.

5. The deduction of crack-tip toughnesses from crack-open-
ing profiles allows estimation of nearly the entire R-curve. The
deduced K0 levels are below those for single crystals, consistent
with the lower boundary toughnesses required to trigger bridg-
ing. In parallel, these K0 values are so low that designing to ab-
solute threshold to avoid initiation of any subcritical crack
extension is much too conservative for these toughened materi-
als, under either monotonic or cyclic loading. This is emphasized
by the rapid decay in the fatigue growth of very short cracks,
which, after arrest, should still have significant strength under
subsequent monotonic loading.

6. These results indicate that there is an optimal boundary
strength for promoting strength, fracture, and fatigue resistance.
While excessively strong boundaries lead to transgranular crack-
ing with neither bridging nor toughening, it appears that overly
weak boundaries are also detrimental due to shallower R-curves,
lower resultant strengths, and poorer fatigue resistance for short
cracks.
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